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  JOTTER PAD

ACROSS

 1  Mum arrested in tragic error goes on, 
quietly matter-of-fact (9)

 6 Take care of supporters retiring with 
nothing (3,2)

 9 Released around half of papers (5)
10  Do a tour abroad including golf partner 

as a favour (1,4,4)
11 Courage and audacity required for a 

hold-up (10)
12 Mutation in disease’s unknown (4)
14 Will validation for club come at last? (7)
15 Shock cleaner with fake crap (7)
17 Romance ends after writer deleted  

number — harsh! (7)
19 Believes Charlie’s wine is infused with tea 

primarily (7)
20 Variety of characters making a        

comeback in creepy tales (4)
22 Criticism over spritz cocktail winning 

award (5,5)
25 Enquiry’s beginning to pursue way    

various alibis balance (9)
26 Singer Rita’s holding back record for big 

musical production (5)
27 Duck down next to girl feeding deer (5)
28 Bloke’s life transformed by day in a    

Nottinghamshire town (9)

DOWN

 1  Explore best on radio (5)
 2 Checks outside, no-one turned up for 

screen tests (9)
 3 40-60 say, to be set up in commercial 

centre going forward (6-4)
 4 Fruit grower secures first class new    

apprentice (7)
 5 Picks companion ring with small           

diamonds set in (7)
 6 Miliband is rising with Left perhaps (4)
 7 Peer has some admirable qualities (5)
 8 Old inbox is corrupted by forums,      

regularly offensive (9)
13  Activewear clothing model taking cover 

under top photographer’s raincoat (10)
14 Rehearsed a scripted play (9)
16 Gripe angrily about disgusting             

advantage of being wealthy (9)
18 Snobbery’s kindled by ones protected by 

English money (7)
19 Designed insert to suppport cold water 

tank (7)
21 Checked fabric’s unruffled when cutting 

out cape (5)
23 Antelope’s content in pasturelands (5)
24 Taunt boy replacing original virtuoso in 

dance (4)
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